Since 1958, our product range includes gaskets, flat and preformed membranes in any kind of rubberized textile or plain rubber, molded rubber gaskets in any specific compound and hardness, extruded profiles, assorted gaskets, O-rings in both standard and metric size, shock-proof lip seals to be used also in high pressure and extreme environments, gaskets for internal combustion engines, state-of-the-art multilayered products, gaskets with silicone creases and surface treatments, ceramic fiber panels, insulating mats, sound insulation and sound absorbing panels, gaskets for refrigeration compressors, gaskets for industrial systems, spiral wound gaskets with or without centering rings, metal-plastic productions, oval and octagonal ring joints in any type of metal, roves and washers made of any raw material with or without surface treatments, rubber mousse gaskets, assorted smallware.
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